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# 1 Introduction

The purpose of this document is to describe the communication between host driver and the TMF8820, TMF8821 or TMF8828. Most of the communication is the same for TMF8820, TMF8821, and TMF8828. Whenever there is a difference, the device is named either TMF8820, TMF8821, or TMF8828. To address all three devices the name TMF882X will be used in this document.

## 1.1 I²C Nomenclature

The primary interface of the TMF882X is I²C. Please refer to the TMF882X datasheet for the voltage level that corresponds to a logic HIGH and a logic LOW. Throughout this document, the term high/low is used to describe the corresponding voltage levels.

The default I²C 7-bit slave address (un-shifted) is 0x41. This document will use the following nomenclature for description of the communication:

- S: Start condition
- W: Write direction
- R: Read direction
- P: Stop condition
- Sr: Repeated Start condition
- A: Acknowledge transmitted
- N: Not acknowledge transmitted

The sequences given are all for the host to be transmitted. All data is given in hexadecimal format without leading 0x.

Example to write to register 0x08 the value 0x12:

```
S 41 W 08 12 P
```

Example to read 4 bytes from register 08:

```
S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R A A A N P
```

If a single I²C master is used the last could also be safely written as:

```
S 41 W 08 P
S 41 R A A A N P
```

If you are using a multi-master bus the above should not be used, as a different master may have reset the register select address.

If binary values are used in this document, the following format will be used:

```
b_0101_111x
```
Where ‘x’ is a “do not care”, the left-most bit is bit 7, the right-most bit is bit 0. The prefix ‘b’ is to give a hint that this is a binary number. The underscores are just for better readability.

1.2 General Information for Communication

This document describes the communication with the TMF882X ROM version 2 and the TMF8828 Application Patch. If your device has another ROM version or you do not have the TMF8828 application patch please contact ams OSRAM for the correct document for your ROM version.

The primary communication interface for the TMF882X is I\(^2\)C, however the host may also have connected the INT pin to receive interrupts from the TMF882X. The TMF882X will de-assert the INT pin for all interrupt types it has been configured for in the register INT_ENAB (see section 4).

The TMF882X also has two general purpose IO pins that can be used for various tasks (see the TMF882X datasheet and also section 4 which gives an example to configure a GPIO pin).

1.2.1 Power Up

The list below states the communication flow from power up:

1. Power the TMF882X
2. Pull the Enable Line HIGH
3. Write 0x01 to register 0xE0 = ENABLE
4. Poll register ENABLE until the value 0x41 is read back. See also section 2.1.
5. Read the register 0x00 = APPID to find out which application is running. See also section 2.4.
6. If the bootloader is running: APPID has value 0x80 then continue reading at section 3.
7. If the application is running: APPID has value 0x03 then continue reading at section 4.

The following chapters give more details about the different steps and the I\(^2\)C strings to be sent/received.
1.2.2 Enter STANDBY

To enter standby the host has to do the following steps:

1. If the measurement application is performing measurements, first stop the measurement application (see section 4.7).
2. Read back register ENABLE (0xE0) and check that the device is ready (reads back as b_01xx_0001).
3. Write to register ENABLE the value b_00xx_0000.
4. Read back register ENABLE until it has the value b_00xx_0010.

1.2.3 Wake Up Device (exit STANDBY)

To exit standby the host has to do the following steps:

1. Read back register ENABLE (0xE0) and check that the device is in STANDBY state (reads back as b_00xx_0010).
2. Write to register ENABLE the value b_00xx_0001.
3. Read back register ENABLE until it has the value b_01xx_0001.

1.2.4 STANDBY_TIMED

ROM v1 devices can only enter STANDBY state. The STANDBY_TIMED state is properly supported by ROM v2 devices only.

STANDBY_TIMED can only be achieved through the configuration of the measurement application. See the TMF882X datasheet for details about the low-power option of register POWER_CFG (0x33) of the common configuration page.

Please refer to section 4.8 how to exit STANDBY_TIMED early.
2 Start Up

This chapter describes the startup behavior of the device. When the device is powered up and the ENABLE line is HIGH the device will see this as a cold-start.

Only after a power cycle or after an ENABLE line LOW for minimum of 1 ms followed by ENABLE line HIGH the device will see it again as a cold-start.

All other resets will be treated as a warm start.

Independent of a cold start or a warm start the host should always make sure that the device is ready for communication and after that query which application the host is talking to.

2.1 Check That the Device Is Ready for Communication

The host should poll the register ENABLE (0xE0) to find out the state of the device itself, and if necessary wake-up the device through writing to register ENABLE.

When the host writes to register ENABLE, the host should always set the bits 5 and 4 to the same values it has read from the device.

2.1.1 Device Is Ready if ENABLE Reads Back with Bit 6 Set

The device is only ready for host communication if bit 6 of register ENABLE is set.

I.e. a read out of register ENABLE

S 41 W E0 Sr 41 R N P

Should return the value: b_01xx_0001 to indicate that host access to all registers (not only register ENABLE) is possible.

2.1.2 If the ENABLE Register Reads Back with Bit 6 Cleared

If the bit 6 in register ENABLE is cleared, the device is not ready for host communication. The host must perform one of the following steps to enable communication.

ENABLE Reads Back as b_00xx_0001

If the value of ENABLE reads back as b_00xx_0001, then the host should continue to read the ENABLE register, as the CPU is currently in the process of initializing HW and SW. As soon as the CPU is ready the register value will change to b_01xx_0001.
**ENABLE Reads Back as b_00xx_0010**

If the value of ENABLE reads back as b_00xx_0010 the device is in STANDBY mode and requires writing of b_00xx_0001 to register ENABLE to wake up. The bits 5 and 4 should have the same value as you have read them from the device.

E.g. if the register ENABLE had the value: b_0010_0010 than the host should write the value b_0010_0001.

**ENABLE Reads Back as b_00xx_0110**

If the value of ENABLE reads back as b_00xx_0110 the device is in STANDBY_TIMED mode and will wake up due to the measurement timer expires (duration depends on the configuration of the measurement application), or the host can force the device to wake-up by writing b_00xx_0001 to the register ENABLE. However if the device has already woken up due to the measurement timer having expired in the meantime, this writing of the ENABLE register will be silently ignored and the measurement application will continue to perform measurements. The host in this case will have to send an explicit STOP command to abort the measurements and enter the IDLE state.

If the device was still asleep, this will be a forced wake-up and the measurement application will abort and enter the IDLE state.

---

### 2.2 Cold Start

When the device exits from a cold start the bootloader is always running.

Below is a simplified drawing of which applications are running after from cold start to the first measurement.
2.2.1 Communication After Cold Start

Below is a simplified drawing for the startup communication:

Figure 2:
Communication After a Cold Start
The host has to take the following steps to make sure it is talking to the bootloader:

1. Check that the device is ready for communication (see section 2.1).
2. Read out the register APPID: S 41 W 00 Sr 41 R A N P
3. As after a cold-start the bootloader is running, the host should read back: 0x80 for APPID and version number should be 0x26 (for ROM v1 device) and 0x29 (for ROM v2 device).

The TMF882X ROM version 2 requires a firmware download before a valid measurement can be done (see section 3.2).

The TMF8828 ROM version 2 requires the host to download an application patch. This patch will fall back to the TMF8821 operation if the host downloads it on a TMF8821 device.

2.3 Warm Start

If the device exits with a warm-start normally, the measurement application is running. Below is a simplified drawing for a warm-start:

Figure 3: Communication After a Warm Start

The host should again check the APPID register to make sure that it is talking to the measurement application.
2.4 Check the Application ID

To check the application ID the host should read out the register APPID and also the version numbers to know if the correct firmware is running on the device.

S 41 W 00 Sr 41 R A A A N P

The application will return the following numbers:

Figure 4:
APPID and Version Numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPID</td>
<td>0x03</td>
<td>TMF882X measurement application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x80</td>
<td>TMF882X bootloader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINOR</td>
<td>0x29</td>
<td>For the bootloader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x20</td>
<td>For the TMF8820 measurement application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x60</td>
<td>For the TMF8821 measurement application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0xE0</td>
<td>For the TMF8821/TMF8828 measurement application on a TMF8828 device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATCH</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>For the bootloader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Depends on the firmware you have downloaded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the bootloader is running after a warm-start please read section 2.4.2 for further steps.

2.4.1 Check the Application MODE

The TMF8828 can both run in TMF8821 and TMF8828 mode. To distinguish these modes, the host needs to read the MODE register:

S 41 W 10 Sr 41 R N P

The application will return the following numbers:

Figure 5:
Application Mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>The application is in TMF8821 mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0x08</td>
<td>The application is in TMF8828 mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To switch between the TMF8828 and TMF8821 mode, please read through to Section 4.3.4.
2.4.2 Bootloader Is Running After a Warm Start

If the bootloader is running after a warm start the most likely reason is that the host has written to register ENABLE a value for bit 5 and 4 that differs from the read back value. The read back value after a successful firmware download from register ENABLE should have the following value:

b_0110_0001. i.e. bit 5 and 4 should have the binary value: b_10.

If the download was successful, but the host overwrote the bits 5 and 4 with a different value, the device can be switched back to measurement application mode. In this case, the host should perform the following sequence:

1. Put the device in STANDBY mode: S 41 W E0 20 P
2. Read back the register ENABLE until it reads back as 0x22: S 41 W E0 Sr 41 R N P
3. Write to the register ENABLE the value 0x21: S 41 W E0 21 P
4. Read back the register ENABLE until it reads back as 0x61: S 41 W E0 Sr 41 R N P

Now check that the application ID is 0x03 for TMF882X and that a proper communication with the measurement application is possible. E.g. load the common configuration page (see section 4).

If the application does not respond correctly, the device should be forced to a cold-start either through pulling the ENABLE line low or through a complete power cycle.
3 Bootloader

This section describes the communication with the bootloader application. The purpose of the bootloader is to load an image from the host to extend the functionality of the ROM code.

Make sure that the bootloader application is running on the device by reading the APPID register before downloading an image (see section 2.4).

The bootloader communication is protected by a simple checksum.

3.1 Checksum Calculation

Each command and each response of the bootloader is protected by a simple checksum. The checksum is calculated as follows:

Calculate the sum of CMD_STAT + SIZE + (Sum of all Data-Bytes) and take the one’s complement of the lowest byte of the sum. The one’s complement was chosen so that the sum of zeros does not also get a checksum of zero.

E.g. for DOWNLOAD_INIT command it is: ( ( 0x14 + 0x01 + 0x29 ) XOR 0xFF ) = 0xC1

3.2 Image Download

Below is a simplified drawing for the image download:
The host has to initiate the device to accept an image. This is done by issuing the `DOWNLOAD_INIT` command.

S 41 W 08 14 01 29 C1 P

After this, the host should poll until the bootloader signals READY in register STATUS.

S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R A A N P

The host should wait until it reads back the following 3 bytes: 0x00 0x00 0xFF

The host has to set up the destination address for the image. If the image is one continuous block of data that will be downloaded, then this has to be done only for the first data block. I.e. your image will look like this:
Figure 7:  
Single Block of Image to Load

Below is the string to set the destination address to 0x0000 with the command SET_ADDR:

S 41 W 08 43 02 00 00 BA P

After this, the host should poll until the bootloader signals READY in register CMD_STAT:

S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R A A N P

The host should wait until it reads back the following 3 bytes: 0x00 0x00 0xFF

Now the host can load the image with a series of the W_RAM commands. E.g. to load 20 bytes 0x7F, 0x7E, 0x7D, … 0x71, 0x70, 0x5F, 0x5E, … 0x51, 0x50 to the RAM the following string has to be issued:

S 41 W 08 41 20 7F 7E 7D 7C 7B 7A 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 5F 5E 5D 5C 5B 5A 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 AE P

After this, the host should poll until the bootloader signals READY in the CMD_STAT register:

S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R A A N P

The host should wait until it reads back the following 3 bytes: 0x00 0x00 0xFF

Now the host can send the next data packet to the device with the command W_RAM, and after that check again the CMD_STAT register.

When all data packets have successfully been downloaded the host must issue a RAMREMAP_RESET command and wait for the APPID to become the measurement application ID.

S 41 W 08 11 00 EE P

If after a maximum wait time of 2.5 ms the register APPID does not read back with the measurement application ID, the download failed and the host should power cycle the device (see also section 3.2.1).
If the image is not a single continuous block the SET_ADDR command has to be issued for each block of continuous data. Such an image would look like this:

Figure 8:
Image Consisting of 2 Blocks of Data to Be Downloaded

First block of image data
Start address is 0x0000
End address is e.g. 0x0200

2nd block of image data
Start address is 0x0600
End address is e.g. 0x0800
The communication flow would be like in the list below:

1. Issue DOWNLOAD_INIT command
2. Wait for bootloader READY in CMD_STAT register
3. Issue SET_ADDR command for address 0x0000
4. Wait for bootloader READY in CMD_STAT register
5. Issue W_RAM command with the first chunk of data e.g. 128 bytes.
6. Wait for bootloader READY in CMD_STAT register
7. Issue W_RAM command with the next chunk of data e.g. 128 bytes.
8. Wait for bootloader READY in CMD_STAT register
9. Repeat steps 7. and 8. until the first 0x200 bytes are transmitted.
10. Issue SET_ADDR command for address 0x600
11. Wait for bootloader READY in CMD_STAT register
12. Issue W_RAM command with the first chunk of data from the 2nd data block e.g. 64 bytes
14. Issue W_RAM command with the next chunk of data from the 2nd data block e.g. 64 bytes
15. Wait for bootloader READY in CMD_STAT register.
16. Repeat steps 14. and 15. until the complete 2nd data block is transmitted
17. Issue REMAPRAM_RESET command
18. Wait for the measure application ID to be read back from register APPID

3.2.1 If a Download Fails

There can be several reasons why an image download is not successful. Here is a list of reasons together with ways how to investigate the issue and solve it.

The Host Did Not Check that the Bootloader Was Ready to Accept a New Command after Each Command

If you write to the bootloader CMD_STAT register before it is ready to accept a new command, the command was issued too fast and is silently discarded by the bootloader. I.e. one of your data records may have got lost and the image is incomplete and cannot execute correctly.

Solution: Make sure your host driver always checks for a command to be successfully completed. The firmware sets a status (0 .. 15) in register CMD_STAT when it handled the last command.
The Checksum of a Command Is Wrong

If a command is sent without a checksum or with an incorrect checksum, the bootloader will not accept the command and flag error STAT_ERR_CSUM (0x2) in the CMD_STAT register:
S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R 02 P.

Solution: Make sure you calculate the checksum for each command correctly. The checksum calculation is described in section 3.1.

A Bootloader Error Is Ignored

If the bootloader reports an error as status for a command in the register CMD_STAT, this should be treated seriously. The bootloader did not execute the command. If an error is simply ignored the likelihood of the image being correct is very low.

Solution: Make sure you abort the firmware download and investigate the reported error. The bootloader section of the TMF882X datasheet will give details about the individual commands and corresponding errors. Common error codes are:
STAT_ERR_SIZE (0x1) – The payload data size is not valid for the target command.
STAT_ERR_CSUM (0x2) – The frame checksum is invalid, or the bootloader does not know the command.
Fix the failing command and try the download again.
4 Application

This section describes the communication with the measurement application. To make sure that the measurement application is running the host should check the content of the register APPID (see also section 2.4).

A read back of 0x03 indicates that the measurement application is running on the TMF882X.

The picture below shows the general communication flow for the measurement application. The device can be configured (if the default values do not match the desired configuration). Depending on the selected SPAD mask, the correct (matching) factory calibration data needs to be loaded to the device. After this, the host can issue the MEASURE command and the application will produce distance results according to the configuration.

Figure 9: Measurement Application Communication Overview

The TMF882X uses a command – status based protocol for communication with the host. The general layout of the I²C registers is like the following:
Figure 10:
Brief Overview of I²C Register Layout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address(es)</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x00..0x03</td>
<td>APPID and VERSIONS</td>
<td>These 4 registers provide version information about the firmware that is running on the TMF882X.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x04..0x07</td>
<td>*_STATUS</td>
<td>These 4 registers give status information of the major firmware blocks of the device. If the CMD_STAT register has an ERROR or WARNING value these 4 registers will give more details to the root cause of the error or warning. Please refer to the TMF882X datasheet for full details about the values and their meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x08</td>
<td>CMD_STAT</td>
<td>The host writes commands to this register. A command has the value range of 0x10 .. 0xFF. The device will write the status back to this register. Status values have the range of 0..0xF. With 0=STAT_OK (meaning command successfully executed), 1=STAT_ACCEPTED (meaning the command has been accepted and is being executed – this is the case for “long-running” commands like a periodic measurement), 2..0xF= indicated different error or warning types. Please refer to the TMF882X datasheet for full details about the error codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x09</td>
<td>PREV_CMD</td>
<td>The last executed command. For information purpose only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x10</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td>The active device mode. If the value is 0x8, the device is in TMF8828 mode. If the value is 0x0, the device is in TMF8820/TMF8821 mode.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x20</td>
<td>CID_RID</td>
<td>Configuration ID or Result ID. This is an unique number that identifies the content of the I²C block from 0x21..0xDF. E.g. the common configuration page has a CID=0x16, the measurement result has an RID=0x10, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x21</td>
<td>TID</td>
<td>A running number that is incremented by the device with every publishing of data on I²C. The host can use it to identify duplicated data records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x22</td>
<td>SIZE_LSB</td>
<td>The lower byte of the data size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x23</td>
<td>SIZE_MSB</td>
<td>The upper byte of the data size. Note that this byte will always be zero for results, as only raw histograms span more than one I²C packet. Results can be published completely in the I²C registers 0x24..0xDF so there is no need to split the results over multiple packets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x24</td>
<td>DATA&lt;0&gt;</td>
<td>First byte of result data/configuration page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xDF</td>
<td>DATA&lt;0xbb&gt;</td>
<td>Last byte of possible data/configuration page.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Configuration Pages

The measurement application is configured via configuration pages. A configuration page contains a set of registers that can be read, modified and written to alter an existing configuration. Below is a simplified drawing of the communication flow:
The loading and writing of configuration pages does not trigger an actual action on the device. Only a sanity check is done for a written configuration page. No actual HW reconfiguration is done.
Here is a configuration example for the common configuration page:

1. The measurement period is set to 100 milliseconds,
2. The device is configured to use a different SPAD mask – number 6 and
3. The device drives GPIO0 LOW while the VCSEL is pulsing.

Configuration Steps

1. Load the common configuration page with command LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_COMMON: S 41 W 08 16 P
2. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)
3. Check that the configuration page is loaded: S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P
   This should read back the values: 0x16 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00
4. Change the value of the measurement period to 100ms: S 41 W 24 64 00 P
5. Select pre-defined SPAD mask 6: S 41 W 34 06 P
6. Configure the device for LOW on GPIO0 while the VCSEL is emitting light: S 41 W 31 03 P
7. Write the common page to the device with command WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE: S 41 W 08 15 P
8. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)
9. Enable interrupts for results: Set the register INT_ENAB to 0x02 if you only want to receive result interrupts, set it to 0x62 if you want to receive also error/warning and command done interrupts (see the TMF882X datasheet for more details): S 41 W E2 02 P or S 41 W E2 62 P
10. Clear any old pending interrupts: S 41 W E1 FF P

Now the device has been reconfigured internally. The device will perform only simple sanity checks when writing a new configuration.

For the reconfiguration to take effect you need to issue a MEASURE command. The device will perform more checks on your configuration when you issue the MEASURE command.

4.1.1 Load a Custom SPAD Mask

A SPAD mask (sometimes also referred to as SPAD map) defines which SPADs map to a measurement zone. Next to 14 pre-defined SPAD masks, the TMF882x supports to load a custom 3x3, 4x4, or 3x6 SPAD mask. There is currently no support to load a custom 8x8 SPAD mask.

The custom SPAD mask is generated offline. The host loads it onto the TMF882X via I2C SPAD pages. A 3x3 SPAD mask requires to load only one SPAD page to the device. A time-multiplexed 3x6/4x4 SPAD mask requires to load two SPAD pages onto the device.
To load a custom SPAD mask and switch to it, the host has to switch to the target SPAD mask and load the SPAD page(s):

1. Load the common configuration page with command `LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_COMMON`: $S 41 W 08 16 P$

2. Check that the command is executed: $S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P$
   This should read back as `STAT_OK`: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

3. Check that the configuration page is loaded: $S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P$
   This should read back the values: 0x16 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00

4. Select the user-defined SPAD mask in register `TMF8X2X_COM_SPAD_MAP_ID` (0x34).
   For a 3x3-SPAD mask, the host needs to set `user_defined_1` (14): $S 41 W 34 0E P$
   For a 3x6 or 4x4 time-multiplexed SPAD mask, the host has to set the register to `user_defined_2` (15): $S 41 W 34 0F P$

5. Write the common page to the device with command `WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE`: $S 41 W 08 15 P$

6. Check that the command is executed: $S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P$
   This should read back as: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

7. Load SPAD page 1 with command `LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_SPAD_1`: $S 41 W 08 17 P$

8. Check that the command is executed: $S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P$
   This should read back as `STAT_OK`: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

9. Check that the SPAD page 1 is loaded: $S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P$
   This should read back the values: 0x17 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00.

10. Load the custom SPAD page 1 data to address 0x24-0x90: $S 41 W 24 <SPAD page 1 data> P$

11. Write the SPAD page with command `WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE`: $S 41 W 08 15 P$

12. Check that the command is executed: $S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P$
   This should read back as `STAT_OK`: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

13. A 3x3 SPAD map is now loaded. For custom 4x4/3x6 SPAD maps, continue loading SPAD page 2 as follows:

14. Load SPAD page 2 with command `LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_SPAD_1`: $S 41 W 08 18 P$

15. Check that the command is executed: $S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P$
   This should read back as `STAT_OK`: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

16. Check that SPAD page 2 is loaded: $S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P$
   This should read back the values: 0x18 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00.

17. Load the SPAD page 2 data to address 0x24-0x90: $S 41 W 24 <SPAD page 2 data> P$

18. Write the SPAD page with command `WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE`: $S 41 W 08 15 P$
19. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read
the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

Once the host has followed the above sequence, the next measurement will automatically start with
this SPAD mask.

### 4.1.2 Offline Custom SPAD Mask Generation

The previous chapter described that custom SPAD masks need to be generated offline. The custom
SPAD mask loading process references the SPAD mask data as `<SPAD page 1 data>` and `<SPAD
page 2 data>`.

ams OSRAM provides a standalone tool for mask data creation on the company website. Please open
https://ams.com/tmf8821#tab/tools in a web browser and search for the latest SPAD tool – e.g.
TMF882x_Driver_SPAD_Tool_Standalone_v3.54.zip.

You need a C compiler (supporting the C99 language standard) to compile the SPAD tool on your
development system. For Linux or similar systems the SPAD tool ZIP archive contains a makefile. It
also provides a project file for Qt Creator (https://www.qt.io/).

You need to run the SPAD tool twice with matching configuration data to set up a custom SPAD mask
for time-multiplexed measurements.

### 4.2 Short Range Accuracy Operation

The TMF882X supports a mode for short-range accurate measurements. In this mode, the distance
accuracy to close range objects improves. For details about the accuracy or the supported modes,
please have a look at the TMF882X datasheet.

#### 4.2.1 Check if Firmware Supports Short Range Accuracy

In order to check if the current firmware supports short-range accurate measurements, the host can
read register BUILD_VERSION (0x3):
S 41 W 03 Sr 41 R N P
If bit 4 is set (b_0001_0000), the firmware supports short range accurate measurements.

#### 4.2.2 Check Active Range

The host can check the active range accuracy by reading register ACTIVE RANGE (0x19):
S 41 W 19 Sr 41 R N P
The register is either SHORT RANGE_ACCURACY (0x6E), LONG_RANGE_ACCURACY (0x6F), or
ACCURACY_MODES_NOT_SUPPORTED (0).
Information

Per default, the firmware starts up in long-range mode.

4.2.3 Switch Between Active Ranges

To switch short-range mode, the host needs to send the command SHORT RANGE_ACCURACY (0x6E): S 41 W 08 6E P. The firmware will then re-configure the device configurations for short-range accurate measurements, and load another factory calibration.

To switch back to long-range mode, the host needs to send the command LONG RANGE_ACCURACY (0x6F): S 41 W 08 6F P.

Attention

The host shall only switch between short- and long-range modes when no measurement or factory calibration is ongoing. If the host attempts to switch between range modes while a measurement is ongoing, the behavior is undefined.

4.3 TMF8828 Application Operation

The TMF8828 application acquires the host to download a patch upon a cold boot. The TMF8828 supports a resolution of 8x8. Due to the high resolution, the TMF8828 application features and communication interface differ to the TMF8821. In this section, we describe the main changes to the TMF8821 ROM version 2 application.
4.3.1 TMF8828 Multiplexing

To reach a resolution of 8x8, the TMF8828 application maintains four 4x4 states with different SPAD masks. It automatically schedules between these states. The host needs to repeat some communication operations for every state (compared to the TMF8820 and TMF8821 communication):

1. Execution of a Factory Calibration (see Section 4.4)
2. Loading Factory Calibration Data (see Section 4.4)
3. Loading Measurement Results (see Section 4.6)
4. Loading Histogram Results (see Section 4.9)

For details, please have a look at the dedicated sections.

4.3.2 TMF8828 SPAD Masks

The TMF8828 has eight (4x2) fixed SPAD masks. The application loads these SPAD masks by default in TMF8828 mode. In this mode, the application ignores the commands CMD_LOAD_CONFIG_SPAD_1 (S 41 W 08 17 P) and CMD_LOAD_CONFIG_SPAD_2 (S 41 W 08 18 P).

4.3.3 TMF8828 Interrupt

The TMF8828 has some limitations compared to the TMF8821.

1. The TMF8828 cannot automatically assert an interrupt if a device is a specific zone and distance for a certain time. Therefore, the application ignores the common configuration page settings 0x28-0x2f in TMF8828 mode.

4.3.4 Switch Between TMF8828 and TMF8821 Mode

The TMF8828 can switch to TMF8821 mode and back. The device switches through a software system reset, and behaves as if it came from a cold start. The host needs to reconfigure the application configuration pages after every mode switch. The application patch does not need to be re-uploaded.

To switch from TMF8828 mode to TMF8821 mode, the host needs to do the following:

1. Send the command to switch to TMF8821 mode: S 41 W 08 65 P.
2. Wait for the application to restart in TMF8821 mode (see TMF882X datasheet for timing).
3. Configure the device via the configuration pages.

To check the current mode of the TMF8828 please read Section 2.4.1.
Information

The TMF8828 switches mode via a system reset mechanism. If the TMF8828 is in TMF8821 mode, a software system reset via \textit{I}\textsuperscript{2}C (S 41 W 08 FE P) will reset it into TMF8821 mode. The application will reset all other settings. The host has to re-load them (e.g. load factory calibration).

4.4 Factory Calibration

For the TMF882X to operate at peak performance the device must be factory calibrated together with the final optical stack. Please refer to the \textit{ams} Optical Design Guide for details about the setup for factory calibration.

Figure 12: Factory Calibration Overview

The host needs to perform a factory calibration, and store its result for every SPAD mask that the host wants to support. The TMF8828 8x8 measurements require to perform four factory calibrations and store four factory calibration sets (see TMF8828 Factory Calibration below).
Furthermore, the host has to perform and store an additional factory calibration set for short-range accuracy (per SPAD mask/TMF8828 mode).

If the host does not use a SPAD mask or a mode (e.g., short-range accurate measurements), the host also does not need to perform a factory calibration for it.

**Attention**

The host is responsible to load the matching factory calibration data to the device for the SPAD map and/or operating mode that will be used for measurements.

### 4.4.1 Perform TMF8820/TMF8821 Factory Calibration

Figure 13:
Factory Calibration Execution for TMF8821 and TMF8820

When the TMF8820/TMF8821 device is set up for factory calibration the following sequence of calibration steps should be done:

1. Configure the device through the common configuration page, and make sure the common configuration page is correctly written (see section 4.1). Commands: LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_COMMON and WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE.
2. Initiate factory calibration through command FACTORY_CALIBRATION: S 41 W 08 20 P
3. Wait for the command to terminate by reading the CMD_STAT register until its value is either 0 (STAT_OK=success) or indicates an error (value is in the range of 0x02..0x0F). Note that this command takes some time, so you may read back (depending on your polling interval and I²C speed) 0x01 (STAT_ACCEPTED), which means that the device is currently performing factory calibration. Read back with: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P

4. After successful factory calibration, the host must read out the factory calibration data and store it on the host side for download to the device every time the host has power-cycled the device. To do this, the host must issue the LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_FACTORY_CALIB command: S 41 W 08 19 P

5. Wait for the command to terminate by reading the CMD_STAT register until its value is either 0 (STAT_OK=success) or indicates an error (value is in the range of 0x02..0x0F).

6. Now the host must read out the complete factory calibration page: S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A A .... <repeat> ... A N P
   The host must read out the complete factory calibration page from address 0x20 .. 0xDF (inclusive). The factory calibration data itself is located in 0x24..0xDF, the rest is the header for the factory calibration page.

4.4.2 Load TMF8820/TMF8821 Factory Calibration

Figure 14:
Factory Calibration Loading for TMF8821 and TMF8820
Factory calibration loading means that the host has to do the following steps:

1. Load the factory calibration page with command LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_FACTORY_CALIB:
   S 41 W 08 19 P

2. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read
   the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

3. Check that the configuration page is loaded: S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P
   This should read back the values: 0x19 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00

4. Write the stored calibration data to the I²C registers: 0x24, 0x25, … 0xDF.

5. Write back the calibration data with command WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE: S 41 W 08 15 P

6. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read
   the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

Note that if the device does not have a valid factory calibration data or the factory calibration was done
for a different SPAD map the device will report a warning in register 0x07 CALIBRATION_STATUS.
The value of 0x31 means that no factory calibration has been loaded, the value of 0x32 means that
the factory calibration does not match to the selected SPAD map.

Also, note that the loading of factory calibration data does not trigger a comparison of the factory
calibration and the selected SPAD map. Only when starting a measurement the firmware will perform
this check.

Measurements can be done without factory calibration, in this case the register
CALIBRATION_STATUS will report a warning (0x31 or 0x32) and use a default factory calibration.
The results without factory calibration data will be less accurate than those of a properly calibrated
device.
4.4.3 Perform TMF8828 Factory Calibration

For the TMF8828 factory calibration, the device firmware internally schedules four 4x4 SPAD masks. Each of these SPAD masks need to be factory calibrated.

Figure 15: Factory Calibration Execution for TMF8828

The following sequence of calibration steps should be done:

1. Configure the device through the common configuration page, and make sure the common configuration page is correctly written (see section 4.1).
   Commands: LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_COMMON and WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE.
2. Reset the factory calibration counter to ensure the first SPAD mask is calibrated first. The host needs to send the command `RESET_FACTORY_CALIBRATION` to the device:
   S 41 W 08 1F P

3. Initiate factory calibration through command `FACTORY_CALIBRATION`: S 41 W 08 20 P

4. Wait for the command to terminate by reading the CMD_STAT register until its value is either 0 (STAT_OK=success) or indicates an error (value is in the range of 0x02..0x0F). Note that this command takes some time, so you may read back (depending on your polling interval and I²C speed) 0x01 (STAT_ACCEPTED), which means that the device is currently performing factory calibration. Read back with: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P

5. The host needs to repeat steps 2-3 three times to perform calibration for all four 4x4 SPAD masks.

6. After successful factory calibration, the host must read out the factory calibration data and store it on the host side for download to the device every time the host has power-cycled the device. To ensure that the firmware has the correct calibration load, the host can send the command `RESET_FACTORY_CALIBRATION` to the device: S 41 W 08 1F P
   This will not reset the factory calibration data, but ensure that the internal firmware points to the factory calibration of the first 4x4 SPAD mask again.

7. Next, the host must issue the `LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_FACTORY_CALIB` command: S 41 W 08 19 P

8. Wait for the command to terminate by reading the CMD_STAT register until its value is either 0 (STAT_OK=success) or indicates an error (value is in the range of 0x02..0x0F).

9. Now the host must read out the complete factory calibration page: S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A A .... <repeat> ... A N P
   The host must read out the complete factory calibration page from address 0x20 .. 0xDF (inclusive). The factory calibration data itself is located in 0x24..0xDF, the rest is the header for the factory calibration page.

10. To switch to the next factory calibration data set, the host needs to send a `WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE` to the device: S 41 W 08 15 P
    When the device stores the factory calibration has it will automatically switch to the next factory calibration set.

11. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
    This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

12. In order to read all four factory calibrations, the host needs to repeat steps 7-11 four times (the last WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE is optional).

13. The host must store all four factory calibration sets in its non-volatile memory.
4.4.4 Load TMF8828 Factory Calibration

Figure 16:
Factory Calibration Loading for TMF8828

Factory calibration loading means that the host has to do the following steps:

1. Reset the factory calibration counter to ensure the first SPAD mask calibration is load first. The host needs to send the command \texttt{RESET\_FACTORY\_CALIBRATION} to the device:
   \[ \text{S 41 W 08 1F P} \]
2. Load the factory calibration page with command LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_FACTORY_CALIB:
   S 41 W 08 19 P

3. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read
   the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

4. Check that the configuration page is loaded: S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P
   This should read back the values: 0x19 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00

5. Write the stored calibration data to the I²C registers: 0x24, 0x25, ... 0xDF.

6. Write back the calibration data with command WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE: S 41 W 08 15 P

7. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read
   the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

8. The host has to repeat steps 2-7 four times. The host has to download all four factory calibration
   pages in the same order as the host has read at the factory. The host has to load the
   configuration upon every power cycle and when the application switches from TMF8821 mode
   to TMF8828 mode.

Note that if the device does not have a valid factory calibration data or the factory calibration was done
for a different SPAD map the device will report a warning in register 0x07 CALIBRATION_STATUS.
The value of 0x31 means that no factory calibration has been loaded, the value of 0x32 means that
the factory calibration does not match to the selected SPAD map.

Also, note that the loading of factory calibration data does not trigger a comparison of the factory
 calibration and the selected SPAD map. Only when starting a measurement the firmware will perform
this check.

Measurements can be done without factory calibration, in this case the register
CALIBRATION_STATUS will report a warning (0x31 or 0x32) and use a default factory calibration.
The results without factory calibration data will be less accurate than those of a properly calibrated
device.

---

**Attention**

Whenever the host switches between TMF8828 and TMF8821 mode, the device reset all
configurations including the factory calibration. The host has to re-upload the corresponding factory
calibration set(s).

---

### 4.4.5 Perform Short-Range Accuracy Factory Calibration

Short-range accurate measurements need an own factory calibration. For every SPAD mask that the
host wants to use short-range accurate measurements with, the host needs to perform a factory
calibration, store it in its non-volatile memory.
To perform a factory calibration for short- and long-range, the host can execute the following sequence:

1. Switch to long-range accuracy via command LONG_RANGE: S 41 W 08 6F P.\(^1\)
2. Wait until the device handled the request via checking the status until the device report STATUS_OK (0x0) or an error (\(<= 0x0F\)): S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P.
3. Perform the long-range factory calibration for TMF8820/21 (Section 4.4.1) or TMF8828 (Section 4.4.3). The host needs to store the long-range factory calibration set (s) in non-volatile memory\(^2\).
4. Switch to short-range accuracy via command SHORT_RANGE: S 41 W 08 6E P.\(^1\)
5. Wait until the device handled the request via checking the status until the device report STATUS_OK (0x0) or an error (\(<= 0x0F\)): S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P.
6. Perform the short-range factory calibration for TMF8820/21 (Section 4.4.1) or TMF8828 (Section 4.4.3). The host needs to store the short-range factory calibration set (s) in non-volatile memory.\(^2,3\)

---

1. The host can also re-order the short-range or long-range accurate factory calibration.
2. The host can of course also perform both factory calibrations, and store the results in non-volatile memory at once to reduce the number of writes.
3. It is optional to re-configure the SPAD map and COMMON_CONFIG the second time. Short- and long-range accuracy modes share the same SPAD maps.
4.4.6 Load Short-Range Accuracy Factory Calibration

If the host wants to make use of short-range accurate measurement, it has to load a separate short-range factory calibration set. It is recommended to load it at the same time as the ‘normal’ (aka long-range) factory calibration set. Once loaded, the firmware will automatically switch between the factory calibration sets when the host switched between short- and long range.

Figure 18: Factory Calibration Loading for Short- and Long-Range

To load a factory calibration for short- and long-range, the host can execute the following sequence:

1. Switch to long-range accuracy via command LONG_RANGE: S 41 W 08 6F P.
2. Wait until the device handled the request via checking the status until the device report STATUS_OK (0x0) or an error (<= 0x0F): S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P.
3. Load the long-range factory calibration for TMF8820/21 (Section 4.4.1) or TMF8828 (Section 4.4.3). The host needs to load the result(s) from its non-volatile memory.
4. Switch to short-range accuracy via command SHORT_RANGE: S 41 W 08 6E P.
5. Wait until the device handled the request via checking the status until the device report STATUS_OK (0x0) or an error (<= 0x0F): S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P.

The host can also re-order the short-range or long-range accurate factory calibration.
6. Load the short-range factory calibration for TMF8820/21 (Section 4.4.1) or TMF8828 (Section 4.4.3). The host needs to load the result(s) from its non-volatile memory.

### 4.5 Measure Command

After the configuration through the configuration pages and the loading of factory calibration data the device is ready for measurements.

1. Make sure to enable the correct interrupts you want to receive. Enable interrupts for results, set the register INT_ENAB to 0x02 if you only want to receive result interrupts, set it to 0x62 if you want to receive also error/warning and command done interrupts (see the TMF882X datasheet for more details): S 41 W E2 02 P or S 41 W E2 62 P
2. Clear any old pending interrupts: S 41 W E1 FF P
3. The starting of measurements is done by issuing the command MEASURE: S 41 W 08 10 P
4. The host should check that the command is accepted by reading back the register CMD_STAT: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P. This should read back as 0x01 (if a value >= 0x10 is read back then the host should continue to read this register, if a value < 0x10 and not 0x01 is returned this is an error.)

### 4.6 Measure Results

When the device has accepted the MEASURE command, the host should wait for the INT pin to be asserted (or poll the register INT_STATUS).

1. Wait for the INT pin to be asserted
2. Read out and store in variable <int_status> = S 41 W E1 Sr 41 R N P
3. Clear only the flagged INT_STATUS: S 41 W E1 <int_status> P
4. Read out the result data with an I²C block read (132 bytes should be read in an I²C block read): S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A … A N P
5. The result data is in registers: 0x24..0xa3. Please refer to the TMF882X datasheet for the layout of the result structure.
6. In TMF8828 mode, repeat steps 1..5 four times to receive four 4x4 results.

**Information**

Note that the results should always be read as an I²C block request, as otherwise it cannot be guaranteed that the read out data is only from one result record. I.e. the device will publish a new result as soon as it is available and the I²C bus is idle. The I²C bus is idle when no host is reading or writing to the I²C bus.
4.6.1 TMF8828 Measurement

As described in Section 4.3.1, the host needs to combine four measurement result pages to one TMF8828 measurement.

Figure 19: Map TMF8828 Results to Pixels

**A** Each TMF8828 8x8 Capture consists of four result pages. Please refer to the TMF882X datasheet for the detailed structure of the measurement result page and the following field descriptions.

**B** Each result page contains a standard 3-byte page header. The TMF8X2X_COM_CONFIG_RESULT field of a measurement result page has to be 0x10.

**C** The page header is followed by information about the measurement. To ensure that the host always gets the correct page for an ongoing measurement, it can use byte field TMF8X2X_RESULT_NUMBER to get the current capture number and the sub-capture of the current measurement field:

\[
<\text{sub_capture_number}> = \text{TMF8X2X_RESULT_NUMBER} \& 0x3
\]

Be aware that \(<\text{capture_number}>\) is 6 bits longs, and wraps when it reaches 64.

**D** After the measurement information, the page contains the measurement data. Each page contains 36 measurements. Measurements 0..17 contain data about Object 0, and measurements 18..35 contain information about Object 1.

**E** Every measurement contains 3 bytes: TMF8X2X_COM_RES_DISTANCE_LSB, TMF8X2X_COM_RES_DISTANCE_MSB, and TMF8X2X_COM_RES_CONFIDENCE.

**F** In 8x8 mode, the measurements number 8, 17, 26, and 35 are unused. The host can discard them.

**G** The host needs to map measurement results of Object 0 and Object 1 to 8x8 zones via the SPAD zone mapping. Please have a look at the data sheet for the mapping.

**H** The zones of Object 0 and Object 1 represent the two-dimensional object detection. NOTE: Be aware that the zone index is one-indexed to be compliant with the data sheet definition.

**I** After the host received the four sub-captures of one capture, the next result page will contain data for the next capture.
4.7 Measure Stop

The host may stop the device by issuing the command STOP: S 41 W 08 FF P

The host should check that the command is executed successfully by reading back the register CMD_STAT: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P.

This command can never fail unless the device state is corrupted. However the execution may take up to 2 milliseconds. During this period the firmware tries to shut down the HW gracefully. If this cannot be achieved the firmware will force a shutdown of the HW and return with exit code 0x00 (STAT_OK).

Note that a STOP command (like any other command) may only be issued while the device is not in STANDBY or STANDBY_TIMED state.

To make sure a device is not in standby timed state, please read section 4.8 for more details.
4.8 STANDBY_TIMED

STANDBY_TIMED is a special low power state that the device will only enter if configured to do so, and if the measurement period allows enough time in between the actual measurements to enter this state. The device will enter this special state also only after the host has read out the complete result record for a measurement period.

The host can observe if the device enters STANDBY_TIMED by polling the register ENABLE. IF bit 2 is set, this indicates that the device is currently in state STANDBY_TIMED. Note that the device automatically exits this state when the timer for the measurement period expires.

To stop a device that has been configured for STANDBY_TIMED mode the host has to take the following steps:

Ensure that the device is not in STANDBY_TIMED state: this can be achieved by

1. Wait for a result interrupt to occur
2. Issue the STOP command: S 41 W 08 FF P
3. Wait for the STOP to be successfully executed by reading CMD_STAT: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P until it has the value 0x00 (STAT_OK):

If the host does not want to wait for an interrupt there is a possible second way:

1. Stop handling the result interrupts (i.e. do not read out results)
2. Perform a wake-up sequence: S 41 W E0 21 P
   This makes sure the device is no longer in STANDBY_TIMED (but the device may still be running).
3. Check that the device is not in STANDBY_TIMED by reading the ENABLE register: S 41 W E0 Sr 41 R N P, which must have the value b_01xx_0001 to continue.
4. Issue the STOP command: S 41 W 08 FF P
5. Wait for the STOP to be successfully executed by reading CMD_STAT: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P until it has the value 0x00 (STAT_OK):

4.9 Oscillator Drift Correction

The internal oscillator of the TMF882X can drift over time due to e.g., temperature changes. This drift has a negative impact on the measurement accuracy.

The TMF882X application firmware generates a timestamp as part of the measurement result structure. The host can compare the result timestamp difference against a precise reference clock (e.g., the host system tick). The host can then compensate the measurement distance error caused by the internal oscillator drift.
4.9.1 Read Precise Timestamps

The firmware starts the system tick timer when the host starts a new measurement. The TMF882X firmware application retrieves the active system tick whenever the host reads a new measurement frame starting with register TMF8X2X_COM_CONFIG_RESULT:

\[ S \ 41 \ W \ 20 \ Sr \ 41 \ R \ A <\text{repeat}> N \ P \]

The TMF882X then writes the current 32-bit system tick value to the result page registers TMF8X2X_COM_SYS_TICK_0 (0x34) - TMF8X2X_COM_SYS_TICK_3 (0x37). The system tick value has a resolution of 200ns (5MHz), is in little endian format (LSB first), and wraps over every ~14 seconds.

Information

The firmware generates a timestamp only once for each frame. When the host reads the same measurement result frame multiple times, the timestamp does not update.

To ensure that the read timestamp belongs to the I\(^2\)C frame start, the host has to read the results starting with register address 0x20 via an I\(^2\)C block read (at least from register 0x20 – 0x37):

\[ S \ 41 \ W \ 08 \ 20 \ Sr \ 41 \ R <0\times17 \text{ bytes or more}> P \]

If the least significant bit of TMF8X2X_COM_SYS_TICK_0 is 0, the TMF882X firmware was not able to store the system tick to the registers. This system tick timestamp has to be ignored by the host.

When the host stops a measurement, the application firmware resets the system tick timer.

4.9.2 Calculate and Compensate the Oscillator Drift

Figure 20: Read the Systick to Calculate the Oscillator Drift

\[ SYSTICK_{N-X}, SYSTICK_{N} \]
The host can compute the oscillator drift correction by comparing two TMF882X timestamps with timestamps of the I²C transfers:

\[
\text{correction factor}[t_N] = \frac{t_N - t_{N-X}}{(\text{SYS TICK}[N] - \text{SYS TICK}[N-X]) \times 200\text{ns}}
\]

The host can then correct the reported distance by the drift correction:

\[
\text{actual distance}[t_N] = \text{reported distance}[t_N] \cdot \text{correction factor}[t_N]
\]

**Information**

The host should use two timestamps that are far apart for the correction factor to reduce the jitter. For example, the host can use a delay of 16 results at a measurement period of 33ms to compute the current correction factor, resulting in a correction time of roughly 528ms.

### 4.10 Oscillator Re-Trimming

The TMF882X internal oscillator is trimmed to 5 MHz as a production step of the TMF882X, and is automatically applied by the TMF882X upon startup. The host can re-trim the internal oscillator to a different frequency, e.g., to avoid electromagnetic interferences.

**Attention**

Re-trimming the oscillator outside the allowed range of 4.5 MHz – 5.5 MHz can lead to a lockup of the device.

It is recommended to perform small steps (range: ±1...±8).

**Information**

Trimming the TMF882X above 5 MHz will reduce the maximum measurement distance.

When the host re-trims the TMF882X oscillator, this affects all clocks and timings by the ratio of the target clock frequency over the nominal 5MHz clock frequency. The host is responsible to correct this ratio in the measurement period (TMF8X2X_COM_PERIOD_MS_LSB and TMF8X2X_COM_PERIOD_MS_MSB in the common configuration) and in the reported distances (see Section Oscillator Drift Correction).
To re-trim the oscillator, the host needs to perform the following sequence:

1. Stop any ongoing measurement (see Section 4.7)
2. Load the common configuration page with command LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_COMMON: S 41 W 08 16 P
3. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)
4. Set bit 3 (b_xxxx_1xxx) in common config register TMF8X2X_COM_POWER_CFG (0x33):
   S 41 W 33 Sr 41 R <TMF8X2X_COM_POWER_CFG> P
   S 41 W 33 <TMF8X2X_COM_POWER_CFG | 0x8> P
5. Read the active oscillator trim value TMF8X2X_COM_OSC_TRIM_VALUE_LSB (0x3c) and TMF8X2X_COM_OSC_TRIM_VALUE_MSB (0x3d):
   S 41 W 3c Sr 41 R <OSC_TRIM_VALUE_LSB> <OSC_TRIM_VALUE_MSB> P
   OSC_TRIM_VALUE is a 9-bit signed value, that means the register values [0..255] correspond to trim values [0..255], and the register values [256…511] correspond to trim values [-256…-1].
   For details have a look at Figure 21.
6. Add or subtract the correction factor to the trim value to increase/decrease the TMF882X clock frequency.
7. Write back the active oscillator trim value:
   S 41 W 3c <OSC_TRIM_VALUE_LSB> <OSC_TRIM_VALUE_MSB> P
8. Store the common configuration page via CMD_WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE:
   S 41 W 08 15 P
9. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)
10. After this procedure, the device will operate with the changed frequency.
Note that the trim value is a signed 9-bit value, the picture above shows it as an unsigned 9-bit value. The unsigned 9-bit values [256 .. 511] correspond to [-256 .. -1] 9-bit signed values.

The picture above shows the nominal trim curve. Note that every device will be trimmed to the value that is correct for this device. So there is no absolute value for 5 MHz.

The device is trimmed correctly during production test.

Adjusting the trim-value always has to be done as a read-modify-write step.

Here’s an example code snippet that shows how to calculate and update the Oscillator trim value (without error handling):
4.11 Histogram Readout

The TMF882X can be configured to provide raw histogram data on I²C. For this mode the device will switch into a blocking mode. i.e. the device will wait for the host to readout a histogram before it proceeds to publish the next time-multiplexed histogram snapshot or the result record.

A raw histogram snapshot of the recorded data consists of:

10x 128x 3 Bytes = 3840 Bytes raw data

This data is organized in packets that are transmitted sequentially via I²C. Each packet has the standard header of 4 bytes, followed by a sub-packet header of 3 bytes, followed by the 128 bytes payload.

Figure 23: Raw Histogram Packet Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute I²C Register Address</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x20</td>
<td>RID=0x81</td>
<td>Raw Histogram is published</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table: Absolute I²C Register Address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x21</td>
<td>TID</td>
<td>Transaction ID, is incremented with every packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x22</td>
<td>LSB-SIZE</td>
<td>LSB of total size of this raw histogram, is decremented with each transmitted packet by 0x80 for the payload size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x23</td>
<td>MSB-SIZE</td>
<td>MSB of total size. The first packet of a histogram has here 0x0F00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x24</td>
<td>Sub-packet number</td>
<td>A counter that represents the sub-packet number of the histogram packet. The counter starts with 0 and will count up to 29 (0x1E).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x25</td>
<td>0x80</td>
<td>Payload of this sub-packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x26</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>The used configuration for the histogram measurement (on TMF8820 devices this will only be 0).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x27</td>
<td>Data0</td>
<td>First byte of sub-packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0xA6</td>
<td>Data127</td>
<td>Last byte of sub-packet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order of transmit of a complete snapshot of raw histograms:

- LSB of channel 0 is transmitted in sub-packet number 0.
- LSB of channel 1 is transmitted in sub-packet number 1.
  - ...  
  - LSB of channel 9 is transmitted in sub-packet number 9.
- Mid byte of channel 0 is transmitted in sub-packet number 10.
- Mid byte of channel 1 is transmitted in sub-packet number 11.
  - ...  
  - Mid byte of channel 9 is transmitted in sub-packet number 19.
- MSB of channel 0 is transmitted in sub-packet number 20.
- MSB of channel 1 is transmitted in sub-packet number 21.
  - ...  
  - MSB of channel 9 is transmitted in sub-packet number 29.

Please note that a complete raw histogram has to be read out before the device will continue.

- The results are published after the corresponding raw histogram(s).
- As the device is in blocking mode, the device will also wait for the host to read out the result data.
- Only after the result has been read, the device will perform the next measurement.
The device has to be configured in the common page to provide histograms. Make sure device is not in STANDBY mode and does not perform measurements. After this do the following steps:

1. Load the common page with command LOAD_CONFIG_PAGE_COMMON:
   
   S 41 W 08 16 P

2. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

3. Check that the configuration page is loaded: S 41 W 20 Sr 41 R A A A N P
   This should read back the values: 0x16 <do not care> 0xBC 0x00

4. Write a 0x01 to register 0x39 to dump raw histograms (S 41 W 39 01 P). Write a 0x03 to register 0x39 if you want also to dump electrical calibration histograms (S 41 W 39 03 P).

5. Write back the data with command WRITE_CONFIG_PAGE: S 41 W 08 15 P

6. Check that the command is executed: S 41 W 08 Sr 41 R N P
   This should read back as STAT_OK: 0x00 (if you read back a value >= 0x10 continue to read the register 0x08 until it changes to a value less than 0x10)

Note if you use the INT pin and you have to enable also the raw histogram bit in the INT_ENAB register:

7. Enable the raw histogram (is also the electrical histogram) interrupt if you use the device with the INT pin: S 41 W E2 0A P. Here the assumption is that you also have the result interrupt enabled.

After this normal measurement should be started with: S 41 W 08 10 P

### 4.11.1 INT Pin Mode

When the INT pin is asserted the host should first read out the register 0xE1 to find out which data is available:

- Result data (bit 1 is set)
- Raw histogram data (bit 3 is set)

I²C string to read out which data is available: S 41 W E1 Sr 41 R N P
The host should store that information.

For measurement results see section 4.6.

For raw histogram readout there are 30 packets to be read for normal mode (TMF8820), 2x 30 packets for time-multiplexed mode (TMF8821), and 8x 30 packets for the time-multiplexed 8x8 mode (TMF8828).
The procedure is the same for all 30 packets that form a histogram snapshot:

1. Wait for the raw-histogram interrupt to be flagged in register INT_STATUS (0xE1) – this will also assert the INT pin again.
2. Clear the INT_STATUS register (S 41 W E1 08 P).
3. Read out the complete block of 135 bytes (4 bytes header, 3 bytes sub-header, 128 data payload bytes). Note that the total size of the packet decreases with each readout by 128 bytes and that the sub-packet number increases by 1 for each packet.
4. Repeat steps 1., 2. and 3. for the other 29 packets

In TMF8820 mode, the next interrupt after these 30 data packets have been read out will be for a normal measurement.

In TMF8821 or TMF8828 mode, the next interrupt after 30 packets will either be a result interrupt for a normal measurement or another 30 data packets for the time-multiplexed measurement.

The results for time-multiplexed measurements will be published after all raw histograms (two in TMF8821 mode, eight in TMF8828 mode).

4.11.2 Polling Mode

The same behavior can be achieved by polling the INT_STATUS register only. Here the host does poll the INT_STATUS register until either the result interrupt bit is set or the raw histogram bit is set.

Here the host has to follow the same order of execution:

1. Wait for the raw-histogram interrupt to be flagged in register INT_STATUS (0xE1).
2. Clear the INT_STATUS register.
3. Read out the complete block of 135 bytes (4 bytes header, 3 bytes sub-header, 128 data payload bytes). Note that the total size of the packet decreases with each readout by 128 bytes and that the sub-packet number increases by 1 for each packet.
4. Repeat steps 1., 2. and 3. for the other 29 packets

After these 30 data packets have been read out by the host, the next interrupt will either be a result interrupt for a normal measurement or another 30 data packets for the time-multiplexed measurement.

The results for time-multiplexed measurements will be published after all raw histograms (two in TMF8821 mode, eight in TMF8828 mode).
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